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PCPartPicker News

Amazon Prime Support Added

I'm pleased to announce that we now list Amazon Prime eligibility for parts!

We have added an extra sortable column on part category lists that shows Prime eligibility. Additionally, you can set your price

preferences to indicate you are a Prime member, in which case it will automatically convert the corresponding Amazon prices

to free shipping. Right now this functionality is US-only, but we're looking into including this information for Amazon outside the

US as well.

Micro Center Bundle Support Added

If you are in the US and live close to a Micro Center location, there are some outstanding CPU/Motherboard bundle deals

available to you.

I'm happy to announce that we now list M icro Center bundle deals. If you set your merchant preferences and are within a

configurable radius of a physical store location, the bundle deals will automatically apply to your part list when it results in a

lower overall price. (The deals are quite good, so they almost always apply.)

Welcome Aboard Daniel Harding and Jack Followay, Jr.

I'm very pleased to announce that Daniel Harding and Jack Followay, Jr. have joined PCPartPicker!

Daniel (aka living180) is an expert Python programmer, and he'll be focusing on making sure PCPartPicker is operating smoothly

and efficiently. He'll also help me with feature development throughout the site, as well as finding and fixing up the copious

amounts of bugs I've introduced into the system over the last few years.

Jack (aka BoyScout) is also a seasoned developer, and he'll initially be working on… wait for it… the mobile version of

my first build
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(9 comments)

First Build: FX-6300 w/ 7870 GHZ XT - Modded Case

by cbrown67

(12 comments)

First Build 2013

by theillesthaitian
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Fx 6350 at 4.212 ghz. Asus R9 270x TOP.

by bjperkinson

(5 comments)

Bitfenix Prodigy Build ($1708.31 or £1500)

by Havark

(18 comments)
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D-Link DWA-140 802.11g/n USB 2.0 Wi-Fi Adapter

$11.99 @ Amazon

Was $47.26

Save $35.27 (75%)

Pioneer SE-CL721-K In Ear Headphones
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PCPartPicker. He will also be helping with front-end features and our new benchmarking initiative. Jack is an avid builder, even

going so far as to install a custom PC in his car!

I'm very excited to have both Daniel and Jack join the team! Both bring a wealth of experience and enthusiasm. Good things

are ahead!
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$15.30 @ Amazon

Was $44.95

Save $29.65 (66%)

Intel X25-M 160GB 2.5" Solid State Disk

$199.99 @ Amazon

Was $547.98

Save $347.99 (64%)

ATI FireGL V7300 512MB Video Card

$508.02 @ Amazon

Was $1189.99

Save $681.97 (58%)

Panasonic RP-HV41-P In Ear Headphones

$7.38 @ Amazon

Was $16.94

Save $9.56 (57%)
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